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Abstract
We give a full classication, up to polynomial automorphisms, of complete polynomial vector elds in two
complex variables.
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Theorem. Let v=P(z; w)9=9z+Q(z; w)9=9w be a polynomial vector 0eld on the complex plane C2
and suppose that the 2ow of v is complete. Then, up to a polynomial change of coordinates, v has
one of the following forms:
(1)
v= (az + b)
9
9z + (A(z)w + B(z))
9
9w
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with a∈C, m; n; l∈N+, 〈m; n〉= 1, p∈C[z], deg p6 l− 1, p(0) = 0, A∈C[t] (t = zm(zlw +
p(z))n), and moreover
(?) A(zm(zlw + p(z))n) · (mp(z) + nzp′(z))− ap(z)∈ zl · C[z; w]:
Let us explain the meaning of the above list. In all the three cases there is a polynomial bration
on C2, given by the levels of z in the rst case, zmwn in the second one, zm(zlw + p(z))n in the
third one. The complete vector eld v is decomposed as v1 + v2, where v2 is the “general” complete
eld tangent to the bration and v1 is a “special” complete eld whose >ow sends bres to bres
in a nontrivial way. In the third case v1 and v2 are not polynomial vector elds, as they have poles
along the axis {z=0}, and condition (?) is exactly the one that guarantees that the poles of v1 and
v2 annihilate when we take their sum v= v1 + v2. In particular, the theorem says that any complete
polynomial vector eld preserves a bration given by a polynomial of one of the three types above;
in fact, such a property is the key of the proof of the theorem. Conversely, using that decomposition
v1+v2 it is easy to see that any vector eld in the above list is indeed complete, so that the theorem
is optimal. There is, of course, some redundancy in the list: this is mainly due to the fact that certain
complete vector elds (e.g. linear ones) may preserve several inequivalent brations. Remark also
that case (2) could be considered as a degeneration of case (3), with l= 0 and p ≡ 0.
There are two main ingredients in the proof of the theorem. The rst one is Suzuki’s work [7],
which, among other things, classies complete vector elds admitting a rational rst integral. When
this rst integral is polynomial, these vector elds appear in our list by putting the complex constants
a and b equal to 0. The second ingredient is McQuillan’s classication of foliations on projective
surfaces with a transcendental entire leaf [5,2]. In order to apply this deep result, however, we
need to recall that our problem is an aFne one, not a projective one: we shall work on a suitable
projective compactication X of C2, we shall apply McQuillan’s theory to the foliation generated
by v and extended to X , but then we shall need to understand the “trace” of this theory on our
C2 ⊂ X . In other words, whereas McQuillan works modulo the group of birational automorphisms,
we work modulo the (much smaller) group of polynomial automorphisms.
There are also some points of contact with our previous paper [1], devoted to a diGerent but
related problem, and with a recent work of Cerveau and Scardua [3], concerned with the case where
the complete vector eld has a nite nonempty set of zeroes. This is not a surprise, because [1],
which is one of the tools used in [3], has itself some points of contact with the minimal model
theory of [5]. In fact, as we shall see below the results of [7,1] are already suFcient to get the
classication in the special case of vector elds of the so-called “type C∗”.
1. Rational rst integrals and their ows
We start the proof of the theorem by recalling a result of Suzuki [7, ThHeorIeme 4], translated in our
algebraic context. Suzuki works with holomorphic vector elds, not necessarily polynomial, modulo
holomorphic diGeomorphisms of C2, not necessarily polynomial, and he assumes the existence of
a meromorphic rst integral, not necessarily rational. However, by looking at the proofs [7, pp.
528–530] we easily fall into the following result. Here and everywhere we shall denote by F the
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foliation with isolated singularities on C2 generated by v [7, p. 526] (of course, we assume that v
is not identically zero).
Proposition 1 (Suzuki [7]). Let v be a complete polynomial vector 0eld on C2 and suppose that
the associated foliation F has a rational 0rst integral R. Then, up to a polynomial di;eomorphism
of C2 and up to the Stein factorization of R and its left composition with a M=obius map, we have
one of the following cases:
(1) R(z; w) = z and













with A∈C[t] (t = zmwn).
(3) R(z; w) = zm(zlw + p(z))n, m; n; l∈N+, 〈m; n〉= 1, p∈C[z], deg p6 l− 1, p(0) = 0, and













with A∈C[t] (t = zm(zlw + p(z))n) vanishing at 0 at order ¿ l=m.










Cases (1)–(3) of this proposition correspond to cases (1)–(3) of our theorem with a= 0; b= 0.
Note that when a=0 condition (?) of the theorem reduces to the requirement that A vanishes at 0
at order ¿ l=m. Case (4) of this proposition, the only one where R is not a polynomial, appears in
our theorem under the label (1) (or (2), depending on reader’s taste).
We shall use several times the following fact, which is the basic ingredient of Proposition 1 [7,
pp. 527–528]: if P is a polynomial on C2 whose generic bre is C or C∗, then up to a polynomial
diGeomorphism we have
(i) P(z; w) = z or
(ii) P(z; w) = zmwn, m; n∈N+, 〈m; n〉= 1, or
(iii) P(z; w) = zm(zlw + p(z))n, m; n; l∈N+, 〈m; n〉= 1, p∈C[z], deg p6 l− 1, p(0) = 0.
Let us analyze the structure of a complete vector eld which preserves P, i.e. whose >ow sends
bres to bres. Cases (1)–(3) of Proposition 1 are special cases, in which the >ow preserves each
bre of P = R.
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Proposition 2. Let v be a complete polynomial vector 0eld on C2 and suppose that it preserves a
polynomial P whose generic 0bre is C or C∗:
(1) If P(z; w) = z then
v= (az + b)
9
9z + (A(z)w + B(z))
9
9w
with a; b∈C and A; B∈C[z].












with a∈C and A∈C[t] (t = zmwn).























with a∈C and A∈C[t] (t = zm(zlw + p(z))n) satisfying condition (?).
Proof. In case (1), the 9=9z-component of v must be independent on w (for the preservation of P)
and aFne in z (for the completeness), thus of the required type. The >ow can be holomorphically
extended to C×CP1, in such a way that the line at innity {w=∞} is left invariant. Thus the vector
eld can also be holomorphically extended to C × CP1, and the extension is tangent to {w =∞}.
This implies that the 9=9w-component of v is aFne in w.
In case (2), we may trivialize a neighbourhood of a regular bre of P, isomorphic to D×C∗, in
such a way that v1=w9=9w is sent to 9=9x and v2=nz9=9z−mw9=9w is sent to y9=9y (x∈D; y∈C∗).
By extending the local >ow to D × CP1 as in case 1, we nd that v is sent to something like
(x)9=9x + (x)y9=9y (the extension is now tangent to {y =∞} and {y = 0}). Hence v has the
form B(zmwn)v1 +A(zmwn)v2, and being complete and polynomial we obtain B= const and A∈C[t].
In case (3), we use (as in [7]) the birational transformation (z; w)
f→ (x; y)= (z; zlw+p(z)), which
is a diGeomorphism between {z = 0} and {x = 0} sending P to xmyn and v to a rational vector eld
vˆ on C2 with poles inside {x=0}. Outside that line, vˆ is complete and preserves xmyn (note that the
singular bre P=0, which contains {z=0}, is necessarily invariant by the >ow of v, so that v|{z =0}
is still complete). Working as in case (2), we nd that vˆ= ay9=9y + A(xmyn) · [nx9=9x −my9=9y],
with a∈C (for vˆ|{x =0} is complete) and A∈C[t] (for vˆ|{x =0} has no poles). Returning to the (z; w)
variables we conclude the proof, after remarking that A satises condition (?) because v is a
polynomial vector eld.
2. Kodaira dimension 1
Throughout this section we will suppose that v is a complete polynomial vector eld on C2 without
a rational rst integral. The foliation F generated by v extends to CP2. This extension NF may have
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nonreduced singularities in Seidenberg’s sense (see for instance [2, Chapter 1] for this and related
notions). We will denote by F˜ the minimal resolution of NF. It is dened on a rational surface X ,
dominating CP2 by a birational morphism X  →CP2, in which we will distinguish:
• the Zariski open dense subset U =  −1(C2), over which the complete vector eld v lifts to a
complete vector eld v˜ (when resolving singularities of F on C2 we blow-up points where v
vanishes, so that the lifting is possible);
• the divisor at in0nity D= X \U =  −1(CP2 \C2), which is a tree of smooth rational curves; the
vector eld v˜ rationally extends to X , but generally speaking this extension (still denoted by v˜)
will have poles along one or more components of D.
Concerning this last point, let us immediately observe the following easy fact, which shall be used
several times:
Remark. If D0 is an irreducible component of D which is not invariant by the foliation F˜, then D0
belongs to the zero divisor of v˜.
Indeed, around a generic point of D0 we may choose local coordinates (z; w) such that F˜={dz=0}
and D0 = {w=0}, so that v˜=# 9=9w for some meromorphic function # with poles inside {w=0}.
Then the completeness of v˜ outside D implies that # is actually holomorphic, and vanishing on
{w = 0} (at order 1 or 2: a complete vector eld on C∗, resp. C, vanishes “at innity” at order 1,
resp. at order 1 or 2).
The reduced foliation F˜ admits a lot of tangent entire curves C → X , given by the orbits of v˜.
Because F˜ has no rational rst integral, most of these curves are Zariski dense in X (Darboux’s
theorem). Thus, according to McQuillan’s work [5, Section V] (see also [2, pp. 128–131]), the
foliation F˜ has Kodaira dimension kod(F˜) equal to 0 or 1. In this section we will study the case
kod(F˜) = 1
and in the next one the (more special) case kod(F˜) = 0.
Still following McQuillan [5, Section IV] (see also [2, p. 118]), kod(F˜) = 1 and the absence of
rational rst integrals imply one of the following two possibilities:
(i) F˜ is a Riccati foliation: there exists a bration f : X → B whose generic bre is a rational
curve transverse to F˜;
(ii) F˜ is a Turbulent foliation: there exists a bration f : X → B whose generic bre is an elliptic
curve transverse to F˜.
In both cases there may be singular bres of f, or regular bres which are not transverse to F˜
(and hence they are invariant by F˜). The structure theory of Riccati and Turbulent foliations can
be found in [5, Section IV] and [2, Chapter 4].
We now prove that, for our problem, the Turbulent case does not occur.
Lemma 1. The foliation F˜ is a Riccati foliation.
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Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that F˜ is Turbulent. Take a generic bre E of f, transverse to
F˜. Remark that E ∩ D = ∅, otherwise we would have an elliptic curve in U and hence in C2, an
evident absurdity. Moreover, among the irreducible components of D cutting E at least one (say D1)
is F˜-invariant. Indeed, in the opposite case v˜ would be holomorphic on a neighbourhood of E and
vanishing on a curve not contained in a bre (by the above remark), and this would easily imply
that v˜ is identically zero.
Recall now that any Turbulent foliation can be transformed, by special ramied coverings and
birational maps, to a nonsingular Turbulent foliation on an elliptic surface all of whose bres are
smooth [2, p. 69]. In our case, this construction produces a foliation Fˆ which moreover admits an
invariant nonbered curve C, arising from D1. The existence of such a curve implies two properties:
(i) each bre of the elliptic bration is transverse to Fˆ (if F were an invariant bre then F ∩ C
would be composed by singularities of Fˆ, which is however nonsingular); (ii) the monodromy group
G ⊂ Aut(E) of Fˆ is nite (C gives a nite orbit {C ∩ E} for the action of G on E, and this in
turn gives the niteness of G). From these properties it is easy to construct a rational rst integral
for Fˆ, and consequently for F˜. But this contradicts our assumptions.
Let us recall some basic facts on Riccati foliations [2, pp. 52–56] [5, Section IV.4]. We rstly
introduce the following local models of Riccati foliations:
(a) Transverse 0bre. On D × CP1 take the foliation by horizontal discs, transverse to the bre
{0} × CP1.
(b) Dicritical 0bre. Start with the foliation on D×CP1 dened by *wdz−zdw=0 (z ∈D, w∈CP1)
with *∈Q+ \ N+, which has a nonreduced (dicritical) singularity at (0; 0). Take the resolution of
this singularity and then contract all the rational curves invariant by the lifted foliation, including
the strict transform of the bre {0}×CP1. This gives a surface Z , which is no more smooth but it
has two cyclic quotient singularities p and q, of the same order m (= the denominator of *). The
bration D×CP1 → D induces a bration Z f→D, with f−1(t)= a smooth rational curve for t = 0,
f−1(0)= a rational curve of multiplicity m passing through p and q. The initial foliation induces a
foliation on Z transverse to the reduced bres of f outside p and q; around those singularities the
foliation is the cyclic quotient of a regular foliation. The monodromy around f−1(0) is periodic, of
exact period m. This local model can also be described as a cyclic quotient of the local model (a).
(c) Nondegenerate 0bre. On D×CP1 take the foliation dened by *w dz−z dw=0, * ∈ Q, or by
dz− z dw=0. In the rst case, we have on the invariant bre {0}×CP1 two reduced nondegenerate
singularities, and the monodromy around the bre is a hyperbolic or elliptic automorphism of innite
order. In the second case, we have on the invariant bre a saddle-node singularity of multiplicity 2,
with weak separatrix inside the bre, and the monodromy is a parabolic automorphism.
(d) Semidegenerate 0bre. On D×CP1 take a Riccati foliation with two saddle-nodes on {0}×CP1,
of the same multiplicity k and with strong separatrices inside the bre. Here the monodromy around
the bre may be an arbitrary automorphism of CP1. More precise normal forms can be found in [4].
(e) Nilpotent 0bre. Start with a Riccati foliation on D × CP1 with a singularity on {0} × CP1
whose linear part is nilpotent but nontrivial. It is nonreduced, and it can be resolved by only two
blow-ups. Then we contract the strict transform of the bre and the rst exceptional divisor. The
result is a surface Z with two cyclic quotient singularities p and q of order 2, equipped with
a bration Z
f→D and a foliation transverse to f−1(t) for each t = 0. On the bre f−1(0), of
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multiplicity 2, the foliation has one saddle-node, of multiplicity h, with strong separatrix inside the
bre. Around the quotient singularities the foliation is the quotient of a regular foliation. This local







(a) (b) (c) (c) (d)
Models (b) and (e) are (mildly) singular, but this is not a problem. The important fact, which
can be found in the references above, is the following.
Fact. Let G be a reduced foliation on a smooth surface Y and suppose that G is Riccati with
respect to a 0bration f : Y → B. Then for every b∈B we may contract rational curves inside
f−1(b) until we obtain one of the previous local models.
Sometimes the local model is not unique (bres (c) or (d) can be “>ipped”), however the class
of the local model, i.e. the letter denoting it, is unique, so that it makes sense to speak of the class
of a bre f−1(b). Similarly, the multiplicities m, k and h introduced in the cases (b), (d) and (e)
are intrinsically dened for each f−1(b).
The base B has a natural orbifold structure: points over which the bre is of class (b), resp. (e),















where /top(B) = 2− 2genus(B), the rst sum is over bres of class (b), the second one over bres
of class (e). By pulling-back via f sections of KB to sections of KG (the canonical bundle of G)













where the rst, resp. second, resp. third sum is over bres of class (c), resp. (d), resp. (e).
This formula allows to compute the Kodaira dimension of G: it is 1 if deg(f∗(KG))¿ 0, 0 if
deg(f∗(KG)) = 0, −∞ if deg(f∗(KG))¡ 0.
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Let us now return to our Riccati foliation F˜ arising from a complete vector eld on C2, and let
us analyze the possible congurations of bres. Remark that the base B is CP1, for X is a rational
surface.
Lemma 2. There are only the following four possibilities for the 0bres which are not of
class (a):
(i) no 0bre of class (b), two 0bres of class (c), (d) or (e), at least one of two of class (d) or
(e);
(ii) no 0bre of class (b), one 0bre of class (d) or (e) with k¿ 3 or h¿ 4;
(iii) one 0bre of class (b), one 0bre of class (d) or (e);
(iv) two 0bres of class (b) of multiplicity 2, one 0bre of class (d) or (e).
Proof. Set B∗ = B \ {points over which the bre is of class (c), (d) or (e)}, with the orbifold
structure inherited from B. Then most leaves of F˜ (i.e. all except a nite number of them) are
regular coverings (in orbifold’s sense) of B∗ via the projection f. Thus most leaves have universal
covering isomorphic to B˜∗, the orbifold universal covering of B∗. It follows that B˜∗ = C, that is
either B∗=B and /orb(B) = 0, or B∗=B \ {1 point} with at most one bre of class (b) of arbitrary
multiplicity, or B∗=B\{1 point} with two bres of class (b) of multiplicity 2, or B∗=B\{2 points}
with no bre of class (b).




















It is then a straightforward computation to conclude the proof.
In particular, there exists at least one bre of class (d) or (e), which we may suppose coinciding
with F∞ = f−1(∞).
Lemma 3. The complete vector 0eld v˜|U preserves f|U (its 2ow sends 0bres to 0bres).
Proof. Let C be the polar divisor of v˜, and let C0 be an irreducible component of it. We have
C0 ⊂ D, and by the remark at the beginning of this section we also have that C0 is F˜-invariant.
Suppose that C0 is not contained in a bre of f, we shall reach a contradiction.
Take a point s∈C0 ∩ F∞. It is necessarily a saddle-node, and C0 locally coincides with its weak
separatrix. We choose local coordinates (z; w) so that the strong separatrix has equation {z=0} and
the weak one {w = 0}. Then [4] we may nd a real path z(t) = tei5, t ∈ (0; 6], which lifts to leaves
of F˜ as (z(t); w(t)) with |w(t)| → 0 as t → 0 faster than any monomial tn. Note that most of these
real trajectories belong to U . Take now the time-form  of v˜, i.e. [6] the rational section of KF˜
dual to v˜ ((v˜) ≡ 1). Note that  vanishes on C0, and so on {w = 0}. Thus the restriction of  to
the above real trajectories (z(t); w(t)) has the shape b(t) dt with |b(t)| → 0 as t → 0 (faster than
any monomial, but this is no more important). In particular the integral
∫ 6
0 b(t) dt is nite. But this
contradicts the completeness of v˜|U , because that integral is the time required to go to innity on
an orbit of v˜|U and hence it must be innite.
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Hence, each irreducible component of C is inside some bre of f, and therefore v˜ is holomorphic
outside a nite number of bres. It follows that the >ow of v˜|U preserves f|U .
Lemma 4. F∞ ⊂ D.
Proof. By the previous Lemma, v˜|U projects via f to a complete vector eld vˆ on f(U ) ⊂ B =
CP1. Necessarily, vˆ extends holomorphically (by zeroes) on the full B. We now look at the four
possibilities furnished by Lemma 2:
(i) The two bres (F∞ and F0) of class (c), (d) or (e) are necessarily xed by the >ow of vˆ,
hence vˆ(0) = vˆ(∞) = 0 and so vˆ vanishes at ∞ at rst order. It follows from this that v˜ is
completely polar along F∞, i.e. F∞ ⊂ {poles of v˜} ⊂ D.
(ii) Now vˆ may vanish at ∞ at second order, but k¿ 3 or h¿ 4 still implies that F∞ ⊂ {poles
of v˜} ⊂ D.
(iii) Same argument as in case (i), for the bre of class (b) is also xed by the >ow of vˆ.
(iv) This is impossible, for vˆ would vanish at 3 points and would be identically zero.
As a consequence of this last lemma, the exceptional divisor E of U  →C2 is disjoint from
F∞, thus f is constant on each component of E and when we contract E we nd a polynomial P
on C2.
Lemma 5. The generic 0bre of P is C or C∗.
Proof. Around a generic bre of f the vector eld v˜ has no zeroes, and therefore, by the usual
remark at the beginning of this section, each irreducible component of D not contained in a bre
is F˜-invariant. Looking at F∞ (of class (d) or (e)) we then see that D cuts a generic bre in at
most two points. On the other hand D must cut a generic bre. Hence a generic bre of f|U is C
or C∗.
We can now complete the proof of the Theorem, in the case kod(F˜)= 1: we have constructed a
polynomial P with generic bre C or C∗ preserved by v, and Proposition 2 permits to achieve the
proof.
We conclude this section with a result which establishes a link with [1] (see also [3]). Recall that,
according to [7], a complete vector eld v on C2 is of type C∗ if most orbits of v are isomorphic
to C∗ (most = all except a set of zero capacity).
Proposition 3. Let v be a complete polynomial vector 0eld on C2 of type C∗. Then v preserves a
polynomial P whose generic 0bre is C or C∗.
Proof. According to [7, Section I] the leaves of F are properly embedded in C2 \ Sing(F). If
all the leaves are algebraic then F has a rational rst integral (Darboux) and we conclude by
Proposition 1. Otherwise there are (many) leaves with at least one end (isolated and planar) which
is embedded in C2 and transcendental. According to [1] (and its proof) the reduced foliation F˜
on the compactication X is a Riccati foliation, and the associated bration restricts to C2 to the
one given by a polynomial P whose generic bre is C or C∗. Moreover, the bre over ∞ of this
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bration is of class (d). This is exactly what we need for the above Lemma 3, whose proof does
not use kod(F˜) = 1. Thus P is preserved by v.
By this proposition and Proposition 2 we can therefore complete the proof of the Theorem also
in the case of complete polynomial vector elds of type C∗, regardless their Kodaira dimension.
It is worth noticing that for Lemma 3 above the presence of a bre of class (d) or (e) is really
necessary. Consider, for instance, the complete vector eld v = w(z9=9z + 9=9w), and the foliation
F˜ generated by it on CP1 ×CP1. Then F˜ is Riccati with respect to the bration (z; w) → w, with
a bre of class (d) over w =∞, and indeed v preserves P(z; w) = w. But F˜ is Riccati also with
respect to (z; w) → z, with two bres of class (c) over z = 0 and z =∞, no bre of class (d) nor
(e), and v does not preserve Q(z; w) = z.
3. Kodaira dimension 0
We continue with the notation of the previous section (X , U , D, F˜, v˜; : : :) and with the assumption
that there is no rational rst integral, but now we shall consider the case
kod(F˜) = 0:
Moreover, thanks to Propositions 2 and 3 we may restrict our attention only to complete vector
elds of type C, for which most orbits are isomorphic to C [7].
A useful consequence of this last fact is that each irreducible component of the divisor at innity
D is F˜-invariant. Indeed [3] if there were a component of D not invariant by the foliation then the
generic leaves of F˜|U (isomorphic to C) would compactify in X to rational curves, and therefore
F˜ would have a rational rst integral.
Another useful consequence is that all the singularities of F on C2 are nondicritical, i.e. the
exceptional divisor E of U → C2 is also completely F˜-invariant. Indeed [3] separatrices of a
singularity in C2 necessarily belong to a C∗-orbit of v (or to the zero set of v), and a dicritical
singularity has an open set of separatrices and so its existence implies that v is of type C∗. Actually,
using Rebelo’s work ([6] and references therein) we could prove much more about the singularities
of F, but we shall not need so much.
We now look at the minimal model of F˜, in the sense of [5]. To do this we have to work
(as already in the previous section) in the context of foliations on singular surfaces, more precisely
on surfaces with cyclic quotient singularities, around which the foliation is the cyclic quotient of a
regular one. It is useful to think at these singularities as singularities of the surface but not of the
foliation.
According to [5, Section III], we may successively contract rational curves until we obtain a new
(possibly singular) surface Xˆ and a foliation Fˆ (still with reduced singularities) whose canonical
bundle KFˆ ∈Pic(Xˆ )⊗Q is nef, i.e. KFˆ · C¿ 0 for every curve C ⊂ Xˆ . At each step we contract
a rational curve F over which the canonical bundle of the foliation has negative degree. Such a
curve has necessarily the following structure: it is invariant by the foliation, it contains exactly one
singularity p of the foliation, and it may contain also one quotient singularity q of order m. The
singularity p is of the type d(znwm)=0, with F={w=0} (m=1 if no q), and the self-intersection of
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F is F2 =−n=m¡ 0. When we contract F we obtain a new quotient singularity, of order n (regular
point if n= 1).
contraction
F q p
From kod(F˜) = 0 it follows [5, Section IV] that the canonical bundle of F̂ is not only nef but
even numerically trivial: KFˆ ·C=0 for every curve C ⊂ Xˆ . Moreover, there exists a nite covering
r : Y → Xˆ such that:
(i) Y is smooth and r is ramied only over quotient singularities of Xˆ (in fact r is unramied if
we give to Xˆ its natural orbifold structure);
(ii) the canonical bundle KG of the lifted foliation G= r∗(Fˆ) is trivial, i.e. KG  OY , and so G is
generated by a global holomorphic vector eld with only isolated zeroes.
In order to exploit these “general” results, we need to understand the relation between the excep-
tional divisor of the contraction f : X → Xˆ and the divisors D; E ⊂ X . To be more precise, let us
denote by F1; : : : ;Fn−1 the foliations “between” F˜=F0 and Fˆ=Fn: each Fj, j¿ 1, is dened
on a surface Xj and is obtained from Fj−1 by contracting a rational curve Fj−1 ⊂ Xj−1. Set Dj=
image of D under X → Xj, Ej= image of E under X → Xj. We shall say that Fj is external if
Fj ⊂ Dj ∪ Ej.
Lemma 6. Among the curves {Fj}n−1j=0 at most one of them is external. Moreover, if Fj is external
then Fj ∩ Ej = ∅ and Fj ∩ Dj= 1 point.
Proof. An external curve Fj must cut Dj, otherwise its strict transform on X would be a rational
curve in U not contained in E, which is impossible. The divisor Dj being Fj-invariant, Fj ∩ Dj
must be the only singularity of Fj on Fj. And Ej being Fj-invariant, Fj ∩ Ej must be empty.
From this it follows that Fj ∩ (Xj \ Dj) lifted to U and projected to C2 gives an algebraically
embedded copy of C, invariant by F and over which F has no singularities. By the Abhyankar–
Moh–Suzuki theorem [7, p. 68] such a copy of C in C2 is a line {z=0}, up to a polynomial change
of coordinates. If there were a second external curve Fi, we would have a second algebraic copy
of C in C2, disjoint from the rst one and thus coinciding with {z = a} for some a = 0, invariant
by F. But then the hyperbolicity of C \ {0; a} and the parabolicity of leaves would imply that
F= {dz = 0}, against the assumption that F has no rational rst integral.
Set
R= D ∪ E ⊂ X; Rˆ= f(R) ⊂ Xˆ ; R′ = f−1(Rˆ) ⊂ X:
Note that Rˆ is still a curve, i.e. no connected component of R is contracted by f to a single point:
D is connected and not contractible, and each connected component of E arises from the resolution
of a singular point of the foliation (whereas f contracts to regular points). By the previous lemma,
either R′ = R or R′ \ R projects via  to a line L in C2, disjoint from the nite set : =  (E).
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The covering r : Y → Xˆ can be lifted to X : there are a birational morphism Z g→Y and a ramied
covering s : Z → X such that r ◦ g= f ◦ s.
More precisely, s is ramied only over the exceptional divisor C of f. If C0 is a connected component
of C then f(C0) is a regular point of Fˆ and a quotient singularity of Xˆ of order m¿ 1 (m = 1
means a regular point of Xˆ ). If C1 is a connected component of s−1(C0) then g(C1) is a regular
point of G, sent to f(C0) by r with an order m ramication.
Remark that C ⊂ R′. Thus, setting
V = Z \ s−1(R); W = Z \ s−1(R′);
we see that ( ◦ s) : V → C2 \ : is either unramied (if V =W ) or it ramies only over a line L
in C2 \ : (if V = W ).
Take now a holomorphic vector eld u0 with isolated zeroes on Y generating G, and let u be its
lift on Z via g. It is a rational vector eld on Z generating g∗(G) = s∗(F˜).
Lemma 7. (i) u is holomorphic and complete on W ; (ii) u has a pole along V \W .
Proof. The curve r−1(Rˆ) is G-invariant and hence u0 restricted to its complement is still complete.
Then the rst statement follows from the fact that g is an isomorphism between W and Y \ r−1(Rˆ).
On the other hand, the map g is a composition of blow-ups over regular points of G, and therefore
u is totally polar along the exceptional divisor of g. This divisor contains V \W=s−1(R′\R), whence
the second statement.
From now on we shall distinguish two cases; in the rst one we shall complete the classication,
and the second one will be shown inexistent.
First case: V =W .
The covering V  ◦s→C2 \: is thus regular and consequently trivial, C2 \: being simply connected.
Gluing to V  C2 \ : a nite set of points, and extending u to them, we obtain that our foliation
F on C2 is generated by a polynomial vector eld u such that its >ow is complete and moreover
composed by algebraic automorphisms of C2, for u arises from the vector eld u0 on Y which
necessarily generates algebraic automorphisms of Y .
The structure of such an u is well understood [7, ThHeorIeme 2]. Up to a polynomial change of
coordinates, and recalling that F has no rational rst integral, we are in one of the following two
cases:
(1) u= *z9=9z + =w9=9w, *; =∈C∗, *== ∈ Q,
(2) u= *z9=9z + (*nw + zn)9=9w, *∈C∗, n∈N.
Our complete v must be of the form P · u, for some polynomial P. Moreover, v being of type C
the zero set of P cannot cut a generic leaf of F, and so P must be constant on such a leaf in order
to have the completeness. Hence P ≡ const:, and also our v belongs to the above list. Of course,
that list is included in the statement of our theorem.
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Second case: V = W .
Working as before we obtain a ramied covering C2
→C2, of the type (x; y) → (z; w) = (xm; y)
for some m¿ 1, and a rational vector eld u on C2 such that:
(i) u is polar along {x = 0}, and only there;
(ii) u|{x =0} is complete and its >ow is composed by algebraic automorphisms;
(iii) u generates H= ∗(F).
From (ii) it follows that the >ow of u sends a line {x = c}, c = 0, to another algebraic copy
of C inside {x = 0}, hence to another line {x = c′}, c′ = 0. Therefore the 9=9x-component of u is









with A; B∈C[x], (A(0); B(0)) = (0; 0), l¿ 1.
By construction, the foliation H has also Kodaira dimension equal to 0 (after compactication
and resolution...), and this forces A and B to be constant (and l = 1): note that H˜ is Riccati with
respect to x, and the bre {x = 0} is of class (d), and then use the computation of the Kodaira
dimension as explained in Section 2 to conclude that the bre {x=∞} is of class (a). But then the
generic leaves of H, and therefore of F, are isomorphic to C∗, so that nally this case does not
appear because we are assuming that v is of type C.
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